2018 COB Exotic Arabian Fantasy Make-Up- (Women’s total look)
This competition allows a makeup artist to prepare one female model for a fantasy presentation on stage in a one
minute catwalk performance. Competitors will create a fantasy makeup look to suit a theme of their choosing. The
makeup artist will have the complete freedom to create and let their mind go wild. The hairstyle must be pre-done prior
to the competition and fit the theme of the makeup being presented. This is an open competition for all levels of
estheticians, makeup artists, and esthetic and make-up artist students.
Competition Rules
1. REPORT TO FLOOR: Models must report to their positions and must ready to walk the runway. Late up to 5 minutes -1
to -5 demerits.
2. HAIR: Models hair must be pre-done and fit the theme of the fantasy makeup being presented. Hairstyle will not be
judged but will be considered in overall fantasy presentation.
3. CLOTHING: The model should be dressed in clothing that fits the theme they have chosen for the fantasy makeup look
(-2 demerits). Nudity is not allowed.
4. MODEL: All models must be female and must be over 16 years of age.
5. COMPETITION TIME: A one minute catwalk on the Mainstage.
6. DEMERITS: Please refer to the general rules and demerit outline below. Sages and Floor Commissioner will give
demerits and General Commissioner will review, a collective majority will result in the recording of all final demeriting
handed in to the tabulator by the Floor Commissioner. The tabulator will deduct the demerits from the final score.
Time: 1 hour
Start time: 8:00pm
General Rules for competition
1. All hair must be in keeping with the fantasy theme. (-3 demerits)
2. Competitors will provide before pictures for Judges prior to the start of the competition. (-5 demerits)
3. Models must refrain from touching facial area (-1 demerits)
4. Coaching from the audience will result in (-5 demerits)
All scores are based on the international 30 point system. Ranging from 20 - 30 points.
Judges will use the Guidelines to Ranking: Four Criterions to Scoring
a) Competition Quality/Technical Excellence (Workmanship skills)
b) Suitability (to the category and models head and face structure)
c) Creativity and Colour (Degree of new creativity, keeping in mind the category of evening elegance)
d) Model presentation
Demerit Outline
1. Indecent attire. -3
2. Make-up out of category. -3
3. Attire out of category (fashion is category) -2
4. Coaching out of category. -5
5. Latecomers up to 5 minutes -5
6. Misuse of conduct -5
7. Not stopping when time is called -3
8. Any infraction from the rules -2

